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Practical Labor Saving 

Devices 

The plans c·llntaincd in this bulletin are all practical farm 

!a1nr saving devices that have heen derel"pcd hr farmers and 

sh"P men of this state. Definite specifications have heen ~iven 

for most of the pbns, however, some of them will necessitate 

changes in Drder to fit the equipment that is found on the 

farm. 

The majoritv of the material used in construction of these 

units can he found in discarded equipment. :V!am of the farm

ers are well equipped with farm shops complete with welding 

units, lathes, and press drills. Where this equipment is available 

most of these p!ans can he developed from the instructions and 

suggestions found in this publication. 

The purpose of this bulletin is to furnish ideas to farmers 

for making lahor saving devices, to assist in solving the labor 

shortage, and to encourage the utilization of scrap material 

found on the farm. 

Director 



Portable Stock Squeeze 
This portable stock squeeze was developed by Andy Swanson 

of Medford, Oklahoma. It is mounted on four implement wheels 
about I 0 inches in diameter. The braces consist of 2 x 6 and the side 
walls are made of I x 6 material. If a solid side is not desired the 
side pieces can he spaced, but the spaces should not be large enough 
to permit the foot of the animal to pass through the opening. 

A trough made of three I x 6 and I 8 inches long is fastened 
on to the gate into which the head of the animal is placed. The ani
mal is drawn into the squeeze by the means of a simple winch and 
ratchet. After the animal is ied into the squeeze the head of the ani
mal is forced into the trough and underneath the belting by placing 
the rope over the head and by operating the winch and ratchet. This 
is a practical labor saving device for handling livestock, for treating 
them for disease, trimming hoofs, dehorning, etc. 
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POFP" ABLE SQUEEZE 
DEVf:LOPm IY ANDY SWANSON ~r:lrDRD 



Cattle Squeeze 

The plan below :s of a practical port:1ble cattle 

S•jueeze. The dimensiuns :<re nut i'ncludc<l in this 

Dhn hccanse of the rariation in sizes of livestuck 

tr.at ~re hcndlecl in the squeeze. The sides should he 

hoarded up with 2 x 6's and the sp:1ce between the 

ho:-:nls sh:ndd not be lart;e enough to permit the 

st(k'ks feet t(J p<lSS through them. The squeezing 

I'•Jd s:,,add he I 'nch in diameter :1nd is held fast h 

a n~hct. One side of the 5-~jt:eeze is hin::;t'd to Clllow 

fnr This s:;ucez:' 11:<\ de1·eloped h1 th<" 

\l:min ~]a,·hine Buttalo, Okl:Jhnma. 

L- PIPE 

CATTLE SQUEEZE 

~ 
~ 

DETAIL OF 
HINCE 



Power Buck Rake 
The power buck rake if properlr 

constructed has real merit in the hay 
growing section of Oklahoma, he
cause a buck rake full of hay can be 
carried from the field to the hay 

mow, stack or to the haler. \\'ith a 

tractor equipped rake a larger load 
can he handled with greater ease. 

The huck rake shown in this plan 
will fit most an1· trpc of farm trac
turs. Hn\Ye\:er, the dimensions \'>'ill 

hare to be varied to fit the tractor 

that is being used. The tiltin~ dcvic·' 
as sh(nvn in the plan (,_'\in~i:;ts of a 
tractor or truck steering wheel and 

steering device. 
The worm gtar provides a bre;1k

ing affect in that the rake is held in 
pbre hy the gear. \Vhere extrcmrl~ 

lon~ hauls are being m:uie the :-tdlli
tion of two crJ.Z\" \vheels on to the 
rake v>ould he desirable. 

I·. 
f------36' 

POWER BUCK RAKE 
DEVEL.OP!ll BY ANDY SWANSON, MWrORC 
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BUTTON SWITCH 

ElJTTON SWITCH 
ON TRACTOR 

_f" 

POWER LIFT FOR COMBINE 

Power Lift for Combine 
An efficient power iift can be made bv us:ng two starters placing them with the pully shaft end to end. This will 

give a clock-wise and counter clock-wise direction of pull. The battery is grounded and the positive side is connected to 

the generator through the ampmeter and to the positive side of the battery. The cable is connected to the starter switch 

and then to the other switch. This gives current to both switches. The starter switch will then connect to their respec

tive starters and they are wired to the controller from either the combine or tractor by a duel set of wires. This gives 

direct control of the lever bv pushing one switch for leveling and the other switch for lowering. An efficient power 

winch could he developed in the some manner as the lever. The 

a lever or \Vinrh. 

WIRI NC DIAGRAM 

drowing below will assist one in developing 
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Bale Type Endgate 
Two plans of the ble trpe endgate are ;]own. Both of these plans were developed in 

Grant County. The lever trpc by :\ndr Swa:1son .\1edf,ml, Oklahoma and the bale type 

by Earl Franklin of Pond Creek, Oklahoma. 

It takes on an average of four minutes t:l unload the standard truck bed. With an 

endgate of this type the time can he reduced 2 minutes. These endgates can be constructed 

of either wood or steel and can be made to fit any truck or pick-up truck. The length will 

depend on the width of the hed and by using this method and lifting the endgate the wheat 

can be unloaded with a minimum of effort and time. 

Kitchen Utility Wagon 
Ill TCHtN UTIUTY WACON L LAPTABLt 

A kitchen wagon if built and placed on I'<>ilers will save the farm house wife many 

steps. Attached is a suggestive plan for constructing such a unit. 
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TnE PORTABLE AIR BLAST 
G:'\AIN ELEVATOR 

The Portable Air Blast Elevator 
This elevator was developed by t\mos E. Pittman 

of Beaver, Oklahoma. It cons'sts of two sled runners 
that are made from an old car or truck chassis, a drive 
shaft mounted in a two inch pipe with babbitt bearings 
and to one end of the drive shaft is attached an 8 inch 
pully and to the other end a 5 blade fan. The construc
tion and assembly of this unit will he discussed alphabe
tically. 

A. consisting of two metal runners or two 2 x 6 
wooden beams bolted or welded together with horizontal 
braces. The length depending on the availability of ma
terials. The minimum length should he feet and the 
runners spaced approximately 24 inches apart. 

B. to the horizontal braces bolt or weld the two 
inch pipe. 

C. provides a solid footing and adequate bracing for 
the drive shaft assembly. These braces should he approxi
mately 14 inches apart. Pour babbitt bearing approximate
ly four to five inches long in each end of the pipe in 
such a manner that a 1/4 inch drive shaft will fit snug
ly. On top and in the center of the pipe C drill a !Is 

inch hole through which oil or lubricant can he placed 
bv so doing the drive shaft runs in oil at all t'rnes and by 
seepage and gravitation the bahhit hearing will be lubri
cated. 

D. is the babbitt bearing approximately five inches 
long. The hahhitt should be melted and poured around 

the drive shaft after the drive shaft has been centered in 

the pipe. Place wicking on the lower side where the 

hearing edge should be. This will prevent a solid hearing 

from being formed and will leave a hollow place in the 

center for lubricants. 

E. is the blade for the fan. There are five of them, 

seven inches long and 6 inches wide welded or bolted on 

to the spider or huh. The fan should he reinforced and 

properly braced because tremendous force is placed upon 

the fan blades when operating at high speeds or under 

maximun loads. The fan should he set up, operated and 

balanced to prevent vibration. 

F. the fan drum is approximately 20 inches in dia-



meter and 8 inches wide. Smaller drums can be used. 
Some farmers use the complete fan assembly from a num
he< 26 gleaner combine. The drum F is welded to the 
sled runners A.. 

G. the outlets to the drum F has an opening of 6 
inches in diameter and can he reduced to 5 inches so 
that galvanized tubing can be placed on the outlet provid
ing a chute through which the grain can he blown to the 
truck or bin. 

H. is an 8 inch pully mounted on the left end of 
the drive shaft to which is attached the belt from the 
power unit. 

I. consists of two openings in the center and on both 

Farm Gate 
Much time and effort is lost in opening and 

closing a poorly designed gate. The plan of the 

farm gate shown in the drawing below is one of 

standard design. It is mounted on four hinges which 

provide for the gate standing open at certain angles 

without prop or weight and with a slight shove will 

close itself. Shown at the back is the hinge consist

ing of 2 car hinges welded together. The design to 

which the spring mechanism is attached consists of 

a strap iron approximately 14 inches long with a 

radius of 3 0 inches. The arm to which the spring 

is fastened securely is made of 10 inch angle iron 

welded to the gate post. 
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sides of the drum providing an :nlct for air and after suf
ficient speed has been developed no loss of grain will he 
had from these openings. 

J. is the drive shaft approximately 31) inches long 
and l /4 inches in d;ameter. 

K. is the grain in-take 5 inches high and 8 inches 
wide. 

L. is the emergency door or bay through which 
foreign material can be removed. 

If spare parts cannot he found to make the drum }4 
inch plyhoard can he used. The elevator should he oper
ated at a m'nimum of 2001) rpm's and a maximum of 
3601) rpm's. 



J:t:to 
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SIDE or AXLE 

WACON CONVERTED TO TRAILER 
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Wagon Trailer 

Since the passing of the horse and 
buggy days and the entrance of the 

mechanical age many farm wagon 
chassis are standing idle. They can 
be converted into a practical usable 
farm trailer by removing the thimbles 
from the axle and installing front 
car axles on the lower side of the 
wooden axle by means of U bolts and 
equipping with pneumatic tires. By 
equipping the trailer with wheels and 
bearings of this type high speeds can 
be obtained without heating and fric
tion. 
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FENCE WIRE WINDER 
DEVELOPED BY JOHN DANNE - KINCfiSHER 

The fence wire winder can he made of two one way discs or go-devil discs. The 

inside disc should he reinforced hv another disc sli~htly brger. The reinforcing is 

necessary to take care of the load that is developed on the spool at the time of winding 

long strands of harhed wire. 

The spool consists of a I inch shaft threaded on hoth ends. One end of the shaft 

is screwed into a nut that is welded on to the huh cap and Bange of the axle. A two 

inch pipe is placed around the shaft and the outside disc is placed on the shaft fitting 

snuggly against the two inch pipe. 

The spool is made fast hy a lock washer and nut threaded on to the end of the 

shaft on the outside of the disc. A jack is placed under the rear wheel of the truck or 

tractor and the front wheels are hlocked to prevent the truck from being: pulled off 

the jack. 

11 
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Silage Trailer and Unloading Device 
A sturdy well built farm trailer is a convenient tool especially at feed harvesting 

t'me. The drawing of the trailer gives an idea how to construct a sturdy un:t and in

stall a fast and economical unloading device. The unloading device is nothing more 

than the transmission and differential of a used car plus a large roller mounted in 

bearings and equipped with a sprocket reel. The sprocket wheel on the roller is power

ed from the differential assembly. The unloading device is an extremelr heavy canvas 

sufficiently large enough to cover the entire bed or floor. One end of the canvas is 

glued fast to the roller. The silage is blown into the bed on to the canvas and is un

loaded into the pit or trench hr engaging the power take-off. The power for this unit 

is delivered from the power take-off from the farm tractor. 

13 



PORU.BLE O'OTTON STRIPPER 

Portable Cotton Stripper 
The portable cotton stripper is mounted on two 16 x 61!0 pneumatic tires. The 

stripper consists of nothing more than a farm trailer approximately 7 feet long 84 

inches wide with stripper teeth welded on to an ad justahle shaft so that the teeth can 

be raised or lowered with a lever to accommodate cotton stalks of varied height. A 

reel equipped with knockers, which is 74 inch rod welded on w a I inch shaft and 

spaced in such a manner as to permit passage of the knocker rod between the teeth. 

This device tends to drive the coiton hack in to the trailer and keep the teeth clean. 

The reel is powered by a pully or sprocket wheel fastened to the inside of a trailer 

wheel, 8 inches in diameter and drives a pully or sprocket wheel fastened to the end 

of the reel. A belt or chain can he used for transmitting power from the wheel of the 

trailer to the driver of the reel. The space between the stripper teeth is usually about 

r.\ of an inch. 

14 
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PORTABLE STOCK CHUTE 
DCVQ.Qp[O BY JOHN DANtE, !IJNCriSH[R 

Combination Elevator 

The combination elevator is for grain 

and baled hay. This elevator is an extreme

ly practical device in that it will handle 

loose grain, grain in the sack, or baled hay. 

It is portable and it is not difficult to make. 

The accompanying plan gives sufficient de

tails for its construction. However, one may 

have to vary slightly from the plan in order 

to utilize the material that he has on the 

farm. 

Portable Stock Chute 
There are many types of portable livestock 

chutes. The one shown in the drawing was develop

ed by John Danne of Kingfisher, Oklahoma. The 

chute is mounted on two riding cultivator wheels 

using an old car frame for a chassis. Most any kind 

of wheels that will withstand a thousand pounds of 

weight would serve as a means of transporting the 

chute around the barnyard. 

J /t.P 
MOrOR 

Aura 
TRANS 
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COMBINATION [L[VATOR 
roR BULK GRAIN, 
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ALL WEATHER 5ALT BOX. 

All Weather Salt Box 
A practical salt box can l1c made from the su~gestetl plan. This n pe of box has 

ccrta;n ·adl'antag:es o\'cr the open trpe box in that the excess supply of salt is protected 

from the weather. A baffle is placed in the salt box to cause the salt to slide out intll 

the open box as it is used hr the li1·Nock. It mar he necessaq· to jolt or jar the box 

occasionally to cause the salt t<1 feed out into the open trough. The box should he 

fastened secureh to a tref' nr post. It can he used for mineral mixtures as well as stock 

16 



OLD AUTO 
WHEEL RIM 

HOMEMADE FORGE 

Homemade Forge 
There arc many different adaptations of the homemade power driven h·ge. 

The forge shown in this plan consists of an old corn planter wheel or a wheel of 

similiar dimensions, into which is poured cement or fire-clay to furnish a Boor for the 

fire. This is placed on to a table constructed of wood. The conduit for the air is made 

of I Y, inch pipe. The fan can be most anr trpe of discarded enclosed fan. It may he 

necessary to replace bushings ;md bearings. The unit is powered with a variable spml 

motor in order that a rheostat can be attached. The homemade forge is a practical 

piece of farm equipment for farm shops. 

17 
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r----4·-o'-----1~ DIPPING VAT FRONT GATE OF PLATFORM 0 
LEFT GATE EXTENDS 
TO HERE ONLY . , ' 

SCALE: HALF INCH=OHE fOOT 

Portable Sheep Dipping Vat 
Since much time and effort is being spent on parasite cuntrol work the portable 

sheep dipping vat was developed. The attached plan srdlicient detail for the con

struction of a vat. The farmer mar have to van from these plans in order to utilize 

the available material. 
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:'\ LIME SPREADER 

41-75 

Lime Spreader 

8- f'X !""ANGLE IRON R!VElEO TO 
DISC TWO BRACES, 

ONE TO EACH 
SIDE Of HITCH. 

A practical lime spreader can be constructed from the plan shown and special 

care should be given to placing the thrust bearing around the short drive shaft. One 

will note that the power un:t consists of the differential and rear wheel assembly of 

an old model car. 

The adjusting plate in the bottom of the hopper determines just how much lime 

or phosphate that is being spread per acre. It will be necessary for the operator to do 

some trial spreading in order to know just where to set the adjustment. 
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Air Blast Elevator 

:\. number of different trpes of air blast elevators 
have been developed and it would he difficult to sar just 
~:ho developed the original idea. However, the plan shown 
in this publication is of an elevator being used by John 
Danne of 1\.ingfisher, Oklahoma. It is mounted in the 
upper right hand corner of the pick-up truck bed with a 
sliding opening 4 inches wide and 6 inches long into the 
drum which is approximately 17 inches in diameter. The 
fan consists of six impellers welded on to a Chrrs1er hub 
and axle. The unit is powered by a power take off taken 
from the pick-up truck. Some of the eleYators can be 

mounted on the rear end of the pick-up. [t has a capacin· 
of H bushels per minute and a vertical lift of approximate
lr 111 feet. 

6 lt.IPE:LLE:IIS 

CHRYSLEII HUB 
& AXLE: 
TO POW~R 
TAKE OFT 

0 0 J--0 ,~----~~~----11.-.. 

---6"~--~ 
''It 

' 

AOJUSTASLE: r EE:D 

A 
! 

AIR BLAST ELEVATOR 
OCVELOPEO BY JOHN DANNE - KINC'J'IS!;IC~ 



POWER POST HOLE DIGGER 
E:ND THRUST BEARING 

A 

PLATE: FLOATS UP 4. DOWN 
WITH AUGE:R 

OLD DODGE DIFFERE:NTIAL 
WITH SQUARE HOLE:S FOR 

AXLE: ADJUSTM E: NT FOR 

HILLSIDE COLLAR fROM 
BULKER OR COMBINE 

!i''ORT" AUGE:R fROM OLD 
THRESHER 0 R COMBINE 

The Posthole Digger 

:Vfam trpes of posthole diggers have been 

developed. This plan shows the auger attached 

to the rear of the tractor extending far enough 

back of the rear wheels to enable one to make 

post holes for a fence that is already constructed 

or a line of holes can he established hv driving 

the tractor astride of the proposed survcv. vVe do 

not show the power lift on this unit but if a 

power lift is desired it could he developed hy us

ing two old car starters and rigging them up the 

same way as the power lift that is shown on the 

combine on page five. 

ONE-MAN POSTHOLE DIGGER 
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Portable Auger Type Elevator 
This elevator was developed by Robert Bernhart of Kingfisher, Oklahoma. It is extremely practical and inexpen

sive due to its extreme simplicity. This unit consists of an auger 4- inches in diameter taken from an old threshing ma

chine or combine. The length should be approximately I 0 feet long, and it may be necessary to weld two of these to

gether to get sufficient length. The auger is fitted into a galvanized metal tube 5 inches in diameter. The shift of the 

auger is mounted into a bronze or self aligning bearing. A fin or guard about 14 inches long is placed over the lower 

end of the auger to hold the hearing in alignment and ta reduce the danger of getting one's hand or clothing entangled 

in the auger. 

Power is afforded by a one-third horse power electric motor equipped with a three inch driver and an II inch 

driven wheel mounted onto the end of the auger. This equipment is light in weight and can be moved readily and plac

ed into most any type of bin to remove the 

,..,.,,.,~,.,, -,-, ,,,,,,,,;-;,,,!, T! T! f! /t7•7t7/7!7:7:/i7/7!717.'7/7/7:ZI ~~ 
/ / 1• / / j 1 1 J I / I I I I 

"'"~----

~ 0~c 
1----- 8''-----.-J.._ 6" -ol 

lfCTRIC MOTOR 

~ 3~P. 

!W..L BEARJN tHAI N 

f-u•-J f3"1 

PORTABLE AUCER TYPE ELEVATOR 
DEVElOPED BY flOBERT BERNDHART, IQNCfiSHER 
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grain from the bin into the truck or trailer 

or it can he used to unload the grain from the 

truck or trailer into the bin. 

It will lift grain at the rate of seven or 

e;ght bushels per minute depending on the 

number of rpm's it is turning. 



Power Mower 
The power mower was developed by Don 

:VIercer, machinist Stillwater, Oklahoma. Manv re

quests have come to this office hy county agents and 

farmers on how to make a poV·/er lawn mower. 

The attached plan shows how to construct one. 

This is a desirable plan in that the wheels have an 

adjustment for height and one side of the shield is 

cut away to enable close mowing to fences or foun

dations. It is powered bv a one horse power gas or 

electric motor. The blade develops from 100 to 

1200 rpm's. This is enough force to do a good job 

of cutting heavy grass or vegetative grmvth. 
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POWER MOWER 
DEVELOPED BY DON MERCER, STILLWATER 



Cotton Sled 
The two row cotton sled works very satisfactorily in cotton where the plant 

growth is not extremely heavy and on soils that are not extremely sandy. Many adap

tations of the cotton sled have been developed in an attempt to do away with the 

drudgery of picking cotton hy hand. 

The one shown in the plan is about as practical as any of the sled tvpe heing used 

in the field today. Considerable care should be used in spacing the teeth of the strip

ping device. Some of the cotton sleds are equipped with a reel to move the cotton 

from the stripping teeth hack into the bed of the sled, however, this one docs not show 

that arrangement. The cotton is moved hack hv the use of a fork or a pitch 

fork. 

A lever and adjusting device for the stripper :s lncated on one side. The adjust

ment of the teeth will depend on the condition of the cotton. A one row sled can be 

constructed similiar to the two row. llowcnr, the hitch will have to he so attached 

that it will not interfer with or drag down the cotton stalks before thcr come in con

tact with the stripper teeth. 
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DEVELOP~~~JTON SLED TONY EUJOT, ALTUS 
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The Hometnade Bull Dozer 

The hull dozer i~ tn mnH dirt v.:ith a row Cf1Jp tra,:tnr. It is 

a practical tool to make ~mall fills nr d:-1ms up to 6 feet in hci;rht. ~-\. i~ the lifting: ;1rm 

that cunnects the push rud with the power unit. It should he 2 inches 

and appruximatelr 1 II inches welded r>n to a pipe inches in 

diameter indicated in the drawin? as A.-I. 

B. two str<lp irons I 1/ 2 .\ 21_-] inches :-tre used in 

making the lifting arm and should i·e we!dcd to the pipe indicated as .'1-l. 

A and B arc welded to ,\-1 at approximateh an SS angle. Before weld-

ing is completed secure two pipes and the size should he such that the >In:dl one will 

fit within the larger one indicated in the drawing '" A.-1 and B-!. This ar-

rangement prol'ides a boxing for the lift, A.-! to turn within B-1. 

B-1 is welded fast to the side c!a•nps that arc bolted on to the side of the tractnr. 

C. is four 1--i x 1 s:rap irons 2+ inches long 11·iil make the lift-

m2· hars for the blade. 

D. is a used grade of moldboard v.-ith hlade approxim:ltt]!· feet Inn~- depending 

on the size of the tractor. 

E. two strap irons x 2 inches approximate]:· 1 +inches lt\Il!; with sufficient ad-

justin~ hules to permit ~d juqin~ the of the moldboard. 

F. two 4 x 4's of ~ood stunh tmteria! or 2 four inch pipes will make the push 
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beams. No deftnite length can be given due to the different lengths of tractors. The 

length of the beam should be the distance from the draw bar hitch to a point approxi

mately 8 inches in front of the front wheel. 

G. two strap irons approximatelv 38 inches long Y, inch thick and two inches 

wide should he bolted on to the push hars to provide a bracing affect. 

If a grader moldboard cannot be secured the moldboard can be made of wood 

and faced with No. 16 gauge metal sheeting. When using the hull dozer sufficient 

wheel weights should he attached to the rear wheels of the tractor to prevent loss of 

traction. 

LIF'T ASSEMBLY 

41-9 
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SIDE VIEW 

HOMEMADE BULLDOZER FOR A 
ROW TRACTOR 
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AN ELECTRIC MOWER 

.---1/6 H.P. MOTOR _ 
OR LARGER 

REMOVE END OF BLADE 
& MOUNT V- PULLEY 
ON BLADE SHAFT 

-FRONT VIEW-

1/6 H. P. MOTOR 
OR LARG!:R 

IX e· 

-SIDE-VIEW-
WITH WHEEL REMOVED 

Electric Power Mower 

This plan shows the assembly 
of an electric motor attach
ment on a standard hand pow
ered lawn mower. A l/3 
horse power motor is desired 
and a power cord of not less 
than No. 12 wire should be 
used. In the event an electric 
motor is not available, a small 
washing machine motor can be 
attached in a similar manner as 
is shown in the plan. 

/TO SWITCH 
ON HANDLE 

I-I on~ emade Bale 
Loader 

s;lh't" the inrention nf the 

pick-up har haler much ef
ftll"t has been expended in 

tn :n~ to dcH·lop a bale l<;ad
er that would pick the boles 
up from the ~round without 

the nid 11f a man placing 

them in the path of the ma
·chine. This loader is equip
ped with hale quidt~ that 

:1a re a ten de ncr to crowd 
the ide into the path of 
t:·crel. The loader is mount
ed on old car wheels. It is 
well balanced and braced. It 
is powered hr using a differ
CJ~tial from the rear end of 
an "ld car. 

HOMEMADE BALE LOADER 
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Power Lift Buck Rake 

The hull rake shown 
in this plan is espel·ially 
dc~:~ned for long- hauls, 
!>ecaUSl' the ~·ake is att::tch
ed to thl' :·ear end of an 
old tru:k or strip-down 
car and nftn tlw load ha.~ 

!~een rollL·rtL'd tlw rake is 
lifted and the load trans
polted to the barn by the 
ra:· or truck. 

The lifting- deyice is 
dt>wloped by the differ
ential of an old ear and 
tht rear wheel assemblv. 
The differential is powc~
ed by a chain from a pow
er take off or from a 
sprocket placed on the 
driw shaft of the car o( 

trurk. Special n o t i c c 
should be g"in~n to the 
lha win~ entitled lift ml'
:hanicism and control. 
This device throws the 
lifting dedce in or out of 
f.!"l':lf. 

Power Hoist 

A substantial p o \V e r 
hoist can be made by us
ing- the differential and 
drive shaft of an old car. 
Mount the differential on 
the rear end of a truck or 
a strip down car. Weld 
a 6 inch piece of pipe 
to one side of a car hub 
and on to the end of 
the 6 inch pipe, weld a 
flange this will provide 
for the cable or rope to 
stay in place. Atta-ch a 
sprocket wheel on to the 
drive shaft and one on to 
the drive shaft of the car 
or truck. Connect the two 
with a steel power chain. 
This provides the power 
with which to operate the 
winch. Fallow the sug· 
gested plan shown in the 
drawing in hooking up 
the breaking device. The 
hoist stem can be made of 
a 4 inch pipe fitted on to 
a smaller pipe. The 
smaller pipe being weld
ed to the frame of the 
chassis. This will allow 
bee swing and provide 
telescoping where addi
tional height is desired. 
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